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Compact Remington® Model Seven™ Now Available in 
Rugged, Weather-Defying XCR™ Version 

Madison, NC - The Model Seven bolt-action ntle, known for its unparalleled 
performance m a true short action platform, is now available in our most durable, 
corrosion and abrasion resistant package. Remington is proud to introduce the :Model 
Seven XCR (Xtreme Conditions Rifle) Camo in three standard (.243 Win, 7mm-08 
Rem and .308 Win) and two short action magnum offerings (.270 WSM and .300 WSM). 
With its impervious TriNyte® Corrosion Control System: fully camouflaged stock and 
renowned "out-of-the-box" accuracy, this just may be the most rugged, performance
driven hunting rifle in the marketplace. 

Based on the legendary design and strength of the Model 700™ bolt action, the Model 
Seven is revered for its unprecedented accuracy, dependability, compact length and 
precision balance. With its 2 3/8-inch shorter total overall length, this fast-handling bolt
action is designed for dense cover, trekking through mountainous terrain or hunting from 
your treestand. Its compact size and well-balanced design also make the Model Seven 
the perfect rifle for smaller-stature or youth hunters. 

The Model Seven XCR Camo combmes performance and durability, startmg with the 
416 stainless steel barreled action which features our TriNyte Corrosion Control System. 
Traditional stainless steel barrels contain an element of carbon, so when exposed to the 
elements these barrels can rust, not the XCR The multi-layer TriNyte process consists of 
electroless nickel and proprietary PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) coatings on the solid 
stainless steel barreled action. Benefits of this micro-thin coating include superior scratch 
resistance and virtual corrosion resistance. The hammer-forged clean barrels are fluted 
for weight reduction and heat dissipation and have a matte finish. The standard offerings 
feature a 20-inch barrel length and magnum calibers sport a longer 22-inch barrel. The 
durable, weather-resistant synthetic stock is fully camouflaged with the newly introduced 
Realtree® All-PurposeTM HD pattern, designed to blend into any hunting environment. 
Hinged floorplate magazine (4+1 capacity for standard calibers and 3+1 capacity for 
magnum versions); sling swivel studs; and revolutionary, recoil-taming R3® Recoil Pad 
complete this well-designed package. 

The accuracy and performance of this Model Seven are further enhanced with the addition 
of the new Remington X-MARK PRO™ trigger. With our tight production tolerances, 
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these triggers break like glass, have zero creep with up to 40% lower out-of-the-hox 
trigger pull weights and it is fully adjustable by a factory authorized repair center. 

Big things come in little packages and the Model Seven lives up to its reputation. The 
new Model Seven XCR Camo is available in .243 Win, 7mm-08 Rem, .308 Win, .270 
WSM and .300 WSM at suggested retail prices of $1080 to $1147. The Model Seven is 
also available in Youth synthetic and classic CDL offerings. For complete specifications, 
please visit our web site at www.remington.com. 

Model 
Seven XCR Camo 
Action 
Bolt/Short & Short Magnum 
BBL Length 
20 inches 
22 mchcs (Short Magnum) 
Overall Length 
39 inches 
41 inches (Short Magnum) 
Avg. Weight 
7 lbs. 
7 1/8 lbs. (Short Magmm1) 
Stock Material 
Camo-Covered Synthetic 
Stock Finish 
Realtree AP 
BBL Material 
Stainless Steel w/TriNytc 
BBL Finish 
TriNyte Satin 
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Realtree1&• and All-Pmpose™ are trademarks of Jordan Outdoors Ente!prises, LTD. 
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